Junior Designer Job Description
Glorious Creative is a nearly two decade long established,
independent and multi award-winning brand and design
studio, working with both recognised and start up, national
and international brands.
We blend strategy and creativity to create meaningful and
compelling brand propositions and stories for our
clients. Driven by creativity and a passion for great ideas, we
craft brand communications that connect with consumers,
shift perceptions and solve business problems.
We’re looking for an ambitious, well-rounded junior graphic
designer to join our friendly team, based in Manchester’s
Northern Quarter.

— You have worked on both digital and print projects from
concept to completion.
— You’re conﬁdent analysing and understanding how brands
position and present themselves.
— You have an understanding of brand guidelines and
digital/social platforms.
— You are accurate with attention to detail, along with
excellent typography skills.
— You’re ﬂuent in the Adobe Creative Suite including
InDesign, Illustrator, Photoshop and After Effects.
— You’re digitally aware and learning new programmes
doesn’t faze you
— You’re technically solid, able to propose ideas and visualise
design stories across a variety of media.
— You’re able to communicate effectively (verbally and
written) with internal and external stakeholders.

The role
This is a creative role for an ambitious junior designer with a
strong portfolio. You will be joining our small, friendly team
and will be a key player in helping us create and deliver great
work for our clients.

Personally, you should also be:
— Creative and full of ideas
— Ambitious, excited by the chance to take on responsibility
from day one
— Friendly (and have good sense of humour!)

Skills & Responsibilities

What we offer

You will be working on a diverse range of projects across
industries such as property, healthcare, manufacturing, and
retail, spanning both digital and print projects, and will:

The successful candidate will be joining a nearly 20 years
established, ambitious and independent studio with an
unmatched reputation in the North.

— Work closely with and support the team with taking
designs and artwork from their conception through to
completion.
— Explore creative concepts and share back with the team
— Join creative meetings, contribute to client pitches and be
part of the creative process
— Help extend creative concepts and brand guidelines into a
wide range of deliverables, from motion to exhibitions
— Create digital and print artwork, assets and templates

We believe in working together as a close-knit team and
pride ourselves on our passion to deliver the best results for
our clients.
Our founding partners have global agency backgrounds and
extensive branding experience. We can offer the right
person growth and development, as well as the opportunity
to learn from those with a wealth of agency experience
behind them.
20 days holidays a year plus bank holiday.

What we're looking for
Salary is negotiable depending on experience.
You are a creative team player that can think strategically
across different media and own the creative process from
inception to production.
You must be able to work both independently and
collaboratively and have;
— 2+ years of commercial experience at a brand, studio
or agency.

Although the role is currently remote, it will be
predominantly studio-based once we can work together
safely again.
Please send CV and Portfolio PDF or website link to
work@gloriouscreative.co.uk
Closing dates for applications: Friday 25 June 2021
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